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The semilinear parabolic system on Rn with subcritical nonlinearity is studied as
p n.an abstract evolutionary equation in a Banach space X [ L R . As in the case
of bounded domains the existence of a strongly continuous semigroup of global
X a-solutions and its dissipativeness is shown to follow from a single estimate of
solutions. Despite the lack of compactness of the Sobolev embeddings in Rn the
compactness of trajectories of the semigroup is proved using the auxiliary estimate
p n  < < 2 .n .of solutions in a weighted space L R , 1 q x , and the existence of a global
attractor is also shown. Thus this paper generalizes earlier considerations and
provides a basis for further applications. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to study the existence and asymptotic behavior
of global solutions for the Cauchy problem:
¡ k­ u ­ u1 d q nu s yAu q f u , . . . , u , , . . . , , t , x g R = R , .t 1 d k~  /­ x ­ x 1 .1 n
n¢u 0, x s u , x g R . . 0
Here u: Rq= Rn ª Rd is an unknown vector valued function, Au s
 . a a x D u denotes the action of a linear matrix differential opera-< a < F 2 m a
  .  ..tor on u s u t, x , . . . , u t, x , whereas the nonlinear term f s1 d
 .f , . . . , f consists of d real valued components which are allowed to1 d
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 .depend on all space partial derivatives of u i s 1, . . . , d of the order noti
exceeding a fixed integer k F 2m y 1.
Unlike the parabolic systems considered in bounded subdomains of Rn,
 .the problem 1 brings additional, generically unremovable, difficulties.
These are, for instance, the lack of compactness of Sobolev embeddings
 .and also, if no additional information for 1 is provided, noncompactness
of the trajectories of the semigroup. For the problems in bounded domains
w xthe results of 8 show that the existence, as well as dissipativeness of the
semiflow, follows from a single estimate of solutions. In the present paper
 .a similar result is proved for the Cauchy problem 1 . However, to show
the existence of a global attractor, one more estimate of solutions than in
the case of bounded domains is needed. Therefore, we have considered an
auxiliary Banach space V in which this additional estimate of solutions
may be derived. This allows us to make the semigroup compact on a metric
 a .  .subspace of D A , so that the attractor for 1 is shown to exist, as
w xpreviously, within the dissipati¨ e systems theory of Hale 10 .
 .Since the advantage of considering 1 in abstract form is unquestion-
w xable, the paper is based on the monographs 11, 10, 16 . Section 2, adapting
w xthe idea of 13, 3, 15 , contains the existence results, basic for the
 .construction of the semigroup of global solutions corresponding to 1 .
w xSection 3, which generalizes the previous results of the authors 8 , shows
the existence of absorbing sets in strong topology, provided that such
information is pre-written in any weaker norm. Section 4 is devoted to the
global attractor and contains an important and new observation concern-
 .  .ing the smoothing action of T t . It is proved that T t takes sets precom-
p n.  a .pact in L R and bounded in D A into precompact subsets of
 a .  .D A , so that the existence of the global attractor for T t is shown to
follow from an auxiliary estimate of solutions in a Banach space V, for
 a . p n.which the embedding V l D A ; L R is compact. Section 5 shows
the application of the approach presented to Cauchy problems for the 2nd
w xorder parabolic equations, considered previously in 1, 5 . The auxiliary
p n . Banach space V is in this case the weighted space L R , r [ c g
p n. 5 5 p n   . <  . < p .1r p 4nL R ; c s H r x c x dx - ` , with strictly positiveL R , r . R
function r. Finally, in Section 6, abstract formulae of previous sections
may be found translated into algebraic conditions concerning data of the
 .problem 1 .
The sketch of our further considerations is the following:
 a .  .Step 1. Assumptions 1, 2 give local D A solvability of 1 .
 a .  .Step 2. Further Assumptions 3, 4 lead to the D A semigroup T t
 .of global solutions of 1 with orbits of bounded sets bounded.
 a .Step 3. Assumption 5 makes this semigroup dissipative on D A .
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 .Step 4. Assumption 6 makes T t compact on a certain metric space
 a .V ; D A and allows the justification of the existence of a globala
attractor.
This paper was inspired by the recent article by A. V. Babin and M. I.
w xVishik 5 . In the case of growing weight functions we extend considera-
w x  .tions of 5 onto a class of abstract semilinear Cauchy problems 3 with
nonlinearity subordinated to a sectorial main part.
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SEMIGROUP
 .  a .2.1. Abstract Counterpart of 1 and Local D A -Solutions. For the
p n. k , r n. p n. k , r n.usual Sobolev spaces L R , W R let L R , W R denote
w p n.xd w k , r n.xd  .respectively the product spaces L R , W R . Consider 1 under
the usual two assumptions on the operator A and the nonlinearity f :
 .Assumption 1. For some p g 1, ` satisfying
n
2m y k ) , 2 .
p
 . 2 m , p n.A considered with the domain D A s W R is the negative genera-
p n.tor of the analytic semigroup on L R and the spectrum of A lies in a
  . 4complex half plane l: Re l ) a , with fixed a ) 0.
d0 Assumption 2. All components f : R ª R d s  1; i si 0 < a < F k
.1, . . . , d of the nonlinear term f are locally Lipschitz continuous with
respect to each of its real arguments separately and satisfy the condition
 .f 0, . . . , 0 s 0.i
 .Assumption 1 allows us to consider 1 as an abstract Cauchy problem in
p n.a Banach space X [ L R ,
u q Au s F u , t g Rq, .Ç
3 . u 0 s u , . 0
 . p n.  w x.with A: D A ª L R sectorial cf. 11 and positive, whereas Assump-
` n.tion 2 and Sobolev type embeddings into L R ensure, in the presence
 . w .of 2 , that for some a g 0, 1 satisfying
n
2ma y k ) 4 .
p
 a . p n.  .the substitution operator F: D A ª L R which corresponds to f is
 a .Lipschitz continuous on bounded subsets of D A .
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 a .  .DEFINITION 1. A D A -solution of 1 is a continuous function
w .  a .  .  . p n.u: 0, t ª D A satisfying 3 , such that u : 0, t ª L R is con-u t u0 0
 .  .  .tinuous and u t belongs to D A for each t g 0, t .u0
 a .PROPOSITION 1. Under the Assumptions 1]2 for each u g D A there0
 a .  .  .exists a unique D A -solution u s u t, u of 1 defined on its maximal0
w .  a .inter¨ al of existence 0, t . Moreo¨er, the D A -norm of u ``blows-up'' atu0
t whene¨er t is finite.u u0 0
w xProof. For the proof see 11, Theorem 3.3.4 .
 a .  .If D A -solutions of 1 exist for all t G 0, then the global semiflow
 .  a .  a .  .  .T t : D A ª D A t G 0 corresponding to 1 may be defined, by the
usual condition
T t u s u t , u , t G 0. 5 .  .  .0 0
 .However, in order that 5 can be defined for all t G 0 the unboundedness
 a .of solutions in D A must be first prevented.
 a .  .2.2. Global D A -Sol¨ ability of 1 .
Assumption 3. Let us introduce a second Banach space Y, with
 .  a .D A ; Y, and assume that the following estimate of D A -solutions is a
priori known:
sup sup u t , u F c r . 6 .  .  .0 0Y
 .  .u g B a r tg 0, t0 uD  A . 0
q q  .aHere c : R ª R is a locally bounded function and B r denotes a0 D A .
 a .ball in D A centered at zero with radius r ) 0.
 .Assumption 4. Let, simultaneously with 6 , F be subordinated to A
according to condition
uaF u t , u F g u t , u 1 q A u t , u , t ) 0, 7 .  .  .  . .  .  /0 0 0X Y X
 a .which is assumed to hold for any local D A -solution with the same fixed
w . q qu g 0, 1 and nondecreasing function g : R ª R .
 .Since local solvability of 1 has been already guaranteed in Proposition
1 then to justify global solvability we need only to estimate globally in time
 a .the D A norm of the solutions.
 a .  .THEOREM 1. Under Assumptions 1]4 all D A -solutions of 1 are
defined globally in time. Furthermore, there is a locally bounded function
c : Rqª Rq such that1
asup sup u t , u F c r . 8 .  .  . .D A0 1
tG0  .u g B a r0 D  A .
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w xProof. We only outline the proof, referring to 8, Theorem 1 for the
 .more precise calculations. Writing 3 in equivalent integral equation form
tyA t yA tys.u t , u s e u q e F u s, u ds, 9 .  .  . .H0 0 0
0
 . aacting on both sides of 9 with A , and using Assumptions 3, 4, we obtain
that
G 1 y a .
aA u t , u F c r q c g c r .  . .0 2 2 0X 1yaa
u
a= 1 q sup A u s, u . 10 .  .0 X /w xsg 0, t
 .Since the right side of 10 increases with t G 0, therefore, as long as
w .  . 5 a  .5at g 0, t and u g B r , the quantity sup A u s, u ful-Xu 0 D A . sgw0, t x 00
fills the relation
z F c r 1 q zu . 11 .  .  .
 a .Hence, no u g D A can have a finite life time t and, as a conse-0 u0
 .  .  .quence of 11 , estimate 8 holds with c r equal to the positive root of1
u . .c r 1 q z y z s 0. The proof is completed.
 .  a . 0COROLLARY 1. The Cauchy problem 1 generates on D A a C -
  .4  w x.semigroup T t cf. 10 which keeps orbits of bounded sets bounded.
3. ABSORBING SETS AND DISSIPATIVENESS
 .Let a priori estimate 6 be asymptotically independent of an initial
condition; i.e.,
X  a .Assumption 5. There is c ) 0 such that for all u g D A0 0
Xlim sup u t , u F c . 12 .  .0 0Y
tªq`
w xIt has been proved in 8, Theorem 1 that:
 .PROPOSITION 2. Under Assumptions 1]5, the semigroup T t is point
 a .dissipati¨ e on D A .
Below we shall show a similar result concerning bounded dissipati¨ eness
 w x.  .cf. 10, p. 38 of T t .
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THEOREM 2. Let the Assumptions 1]4 be satisfied. If the Assumption 5 is
strengthened to the condition
Xlim sup sup u t , u F c , 13 .  .0 0Y
tªq`  .u g B a r0 D  A .
where cX is independent of r ) 0, then there exists r ) 0 such that each ball0 0
 .   .4  a .  w x.aB r with r ) r is a T t -absorbing set in D A see 17, p. 22 . InD A . 0
  .4  a .particular, the semigroup T t is bounded dissipati¨ e in D A .
Proof. The aim of the calculations given below is to obtain a uniform
asymptotic estimate of solutions. As in the proof of Theorem 1 the starting
 .point is the integral equation 9 from which we obtain the estimate
t t
a yat a a yA tys.  .A u t , u F c e A u q q A e L X , X . H H0 2 0X X  /0 t
ua= g u s, u 1 q A u s, u ds. 14 .  .  . .  /0 0Y X
 .If t s t is sufficiently large, condition 13 will read0
Xsup u s, u F c q 1, for s G t . 15 .  .0 0 0Y
 .u g B a r0 D  A .
 .  .  .  .  .  .aInserting 6 , 7 , 8 and 15 into the right side of 14 , for u g B r0 D A .
we then obtain
aA u t , u .0 X
t0 yauyat ya tys.F c e r q g c r 1 q c r c e t y s ds .  .  . .  .H2 0 1 2
0
u
X aq c g c q 1 1 q sup sup A u s, u .  .2 0 0 X /sGt  .u g B a r0 0 D  A .
t yaya tys.= e t y s ds. 16 .  .H
t0
Without loss of generality is may be assumed further, that
asup sup A u s, u .0 X
sGt  .u g B a r0 0 D  A .
aF lim sup sup A u t , u q1. 17 .  .0 X
tªq`  .u g B a r0 D  A .
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 .  .aSince the right side of 16 is independent of u g B r , its left side0 D A .
5 a  .5may be replaced by sup A u t, u so that, in the presenceXu g B  r . 0a0 D  A .
 .  .of 17 , inequality 16 leads to the condition
asup A u t , u .0 X
 .u g B a r0 D  A .
tuyat ya y yaF c e r q c g c r 1 q c r e y dy .  . .  .H2 2 0 1
tyt 0
u
X aq c g c q 1 2 q lim sup sup A u t , u .  .2 0 0 X /tªq`  .u g B a r0 D  A .
tyt 0 ya y ya= e y dy. 18 .H
0
It may be seen that, for any sequence t ª q` , the two first componentsn
 .on the right side of 18 converge to zero. Therefore, the number z [
5 a  .5lim sup sup A u t, u satisfiesXt ªq` u g B  r . 0a0 D  A .
G 1 y a .
X uz F c g c q 1 2 q z 19 .  .  .2 0 1yaa
and consequently
alim sup sup A u t , u F r , 20 .  .0 0X
tªq`  .u g B a r0 D  A .
 X . with r defined as a positive root of the equation z s c g c q 1 G 1 y0 2 0
. 1ya . u . a ra 2 q z and hence independent of r ) 0 the radius of
 ..aB r .D A .
 .  .  a .aAs follows from 20 , B r attracts bounded subsets of D A .D A . 0
 a .More precisely: for each r ) r and any bounded set G ; D A there is0
 .  .some t G, r ) 0 such that the union D T t G is contained in0 t G t G, r .0
 .aB r . The proof of Theorem 2 is completed.D A .
 .COROLLARY 2. Under Assumptions 1]4, if function g appearing in 7 is
 .  a .continuous and g 0 s 0, then for each u g D A ,0
alim sup u t , u s 0 implies that lim sup u t , u s 0. .  .  .D A0 0Y
tªq` tªq`
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4. EXISTENCE OF THE GLOBAL ATTRACTOR
 .Although the problem 1 has already been shown to generate a dissipa-
  .4  a .tive semigroup T t on D A with orbits of bounded sets bounded, yet,
unlike the case for bounded domains, the above information remains still
  .4insufficient to prove the existence of the global attractor, since T t is
 a .not compact on D A .
w xIn the abstract considerations of 10, Theorem 4.2.2 , compactness of
 .  a .T t was proved under the D A -Assumption stated below and the
additional requirement that the resolvent of A was compact. An important
link in that proof was the compactness of the embeddings between the
domains of fractional powers of A, guaranteed by the compactness of the
resolvent. Theorem 3 of the following section points to the smoothing
 .  .action of T t and brings another proof of the compactness of T t based,
 a .apart from the D A -Assumption, merely on compactness of the inclu-
 a .  .sion D A ; X. This property of T t gives the possibility of further
 .generalizations and allows us to make T t compact on a suitably chosen
 a .subspace of D A , despite the noncompactness of the resolvent of A.
 .  .4.1. Smoothing Action of T t -Abstract Description. Consider Eq. 3 in
a Banach space X under the following assumption:
 a .  .D A -Assumption. Let A: D A ª X be sectorial, positive and for
w .  a .some a g 0, 1 the function F: D A ª X be Lipschitz continuous on
 a .  . 0bounded subsets of D A . Let in addition 3 generate a C -semiflow
 .  a .  a .  a .T t : D A ª D A , t ) 0, of global D A -solutions which takes
bounded sets into bounded sets.
 a .THEOREM 3. Under the D A -Assumption, if B is a bounded subset of
 a .  .D A which is precompact in X, then for each t ) 0 the image T t B is
 a .precompact in D A .
 x   . 4Proof. Let us fix T ) 0, t g 0, T and choose any sequence T t u ;n
 .   . 4  a .T t B. It will be shown that T t u has a D A -convergent sub-n
sequence.
 4Since u ; B then, as a consequence of the assumptions for B, there isn
 4  4a subsequence u of u which is convergent in X. It follows next fromn nk
  . w x 4the assumptions for F that the set T s u , s g 0, T , k g N is boundednk
 a .  .in D A and furthermore, there exists a Lipschitz constant L T , B such
w xthat for all s g 0, T and r, k g N,
aF T s u y F T s u F L T , B A T s u y T s u . .  .  .  .  . .  .n n n nr k r kX X
21 .
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w  .Let us now write the integral equation for the difference T s u ynr
 . xT s u :nk
yA t w xT s u y T s u s e u y u .  .n n n nr k r k
t yA  tys.q e F T s u y F T s u ds. 22 .  .  . .  .H n nr k
0
 .  .Estimating 22 in a standard way, and using Lipschitz condition 21 , we
obtain
aA T t u y T t u .  .n nr k X
a yAt  .F A e u y uL X , X n nr k X
t
a yA tys.  .q A e F T s u y F T s u dsL X , X  .  . .  .H n nr k X0
eya t
F c u y u2 n na r k Xt
ya tys.et
aq c L T , B A T s u y T s u ds .  .  .H a2 n nr k Xt y s .0
c u y u2 n nr k XF
at
1t
aq c L T , B A T s u y T s u ds. 23 .  .  .  .H a2 n nr k Xt y s .0
w x  .In the presence of 11, Sect. 7.1, Example 4 , inequality 23 ensures that
u y un nr k XaA T t u y T t u F C a , L T , B , T . 24 .  .  .  . .n n ar k X 1 y a t .
 4Recalling that u was a Cauchy sequence in the topology of X, one maynk
 .   . 4  a .infer from 24 that T t u is a Cauchy sequence in D A for arbitrarynk
  . 4  a .t ) 0. Therefore, T t u is convergent in the topology of D A , whichnk
completes the proof of Theorem 3.
 a .COROLLARY 3. If D A is compactly embedded in X, then
T t : D Aa ª D Aa .  .  .
is compact for t ) 0.
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 .4.2. Making T t Compact and Concluding Existence of the Attractor.
Assumption 6. Let V be a Banach space, such that the product
 a .  5 5 a 5 5 .D A l V normed by ? q ? is compactly embedded in X,D A . V
 a .and assume that there is a subset V ; V l D A bounded in V anda
 .positively T t -invariant; i.e.,
T t V ; V , t G 0. . a a
p n.Remark 1. Note that for function spaces X [ L R and Y [
l, r n.  .W R specified in considerations of 1 , the role of V will be played by
p n  < < 2 .n .the weighted space L R , 1 q x with some n ) 0. However, one
needs to find such a V for which trajectories starting from V remain ina a
V which may often require additional assumptions for the nonlinear terma
 .  a .in 1 . One can also hardly expect V to be the whole of D A .a
Nevertheless, it is not a rare situation that, to get the attractor, one must
restrict the domain of the definition of semigroup operators and make it
bounded with respect to a certain norm or seminorm. The necessity of
such a restriction may be observed in many problems found in Applied
 a .Sciences. The Cahn]Hilliard system with unbounded in the D A set of
 w x.stationary solutions see 8 or the n-D Navier]Stokes system for which
global strong solutions are known to exist merely in some neighborhood of
zero may serve here as models.
THEOREM 4. Under the Assumptions 1]4 and the additional Assumption
 . a a6 the maps T t : cl V ª cl V are compact for t ) 0.D A . a D A . a
Proof. As a consequence of Corollary 1 and Assumption 6, there exists
 . 0  . a acorresponding to 1 , a C -semigroup T t : cl V ª cl V , t G 0,D A . a D A . a
which keeps orbits of bounded sets bounded. Let us consider a bounded
 .anonempty subset B of cl V , denote by d B the diameter of B andD A . a
take some ¨ g B. Evidently, the following inclusions hold,0
aaB ; ¨ g cl V : ¨ y ¨ - d B q 1 [ K , . 4 .D AD A . a 0
B ; cl a K l V , .D A . a
 .  a .and, since T t is continuous on D A ,
w xa aT t B ; T t cl K l V ; cl T t K l V . 25 .  .  .  .  . .D A . a D A . a
Via Assumption 6 and the definition of K, K l V is a bounded set botha
 a .in D A and V so that K l V is precompact in X and, from Theorem 3,a
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 . .  a .the image T t K l V is precompact in D A . Compactness ofa
 .  .acl T t B follows then from inclusion 25 . The proof is completed.D A .
w xFrom these results and Hale's theorem 10, Theorem 3.4.6 , our final
conclusion follows.
 .THEOREM 5. Under the Assumptions 1]6, the semigroup T t restricted to
a complete metric space cl a V has a global attractor.D A . a
5. APPLICATIONS
EXAMPLE 1. Our first example is the 2nd order parabolic initial value
w xproblem studied in 5 :
u s m Du y l u y f u y g x , t , x g Rq= Rn , .  .  .t 0 26 .n u 0, x s u x , x g R . .  .0
 .We shall assume that l in 26 is positive, the function f : R ª R is0
 .locally Lipschitz continuous, satisfies equality f 0 s 0, and the growth
restriction
l0 2yf u u F u . 27 .  .
2
` n. p n  < < 2 .n .Moreover, we shall assume that g g L R l L R , 1 q x with
some even integer p ) n and consider the operator yA [ mD y l Id0
p n.  . 2, p n.  1r2 . 1, p n.  won L R with D A s W R and D A s W R cf. 18,
x.Theorem 2.5.3 .
 w x.Evidently, Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied cf. 18, Lemma 2.5.2 so
 1r2 .  .that local D A -solvability of 26 follows via Proposition 1. The follow-
ing lemma provides uniform in time estimates of solutions, which will be
used to show that Assumptions 3, 5, 6 are satisfied.
 1r2 . p n  < < 2 .n .LEMMA 1. For all u g D A l L R , 1 q « x the existing0 0
 1r2 .  .  .local D A solutions u t, u of 26 are estimated uniformly in time in0
` n. p n  < < 2 .n .  .  .space L R l L R , 1 q « x as stated in 30 , 37 . Furthermore,0
 1r2 .asympotically independent of u g D A estimate in this space is gi¨ en in0
 .  .31 , 38 .
 1r2 . ` n.  .Proof. Since p ) nr2 then D A ; L R , so that u t, u is an0
` n.  a .  .element of L R for each t G 0, u g D A . Estimating 26 in a0
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 4standard way we obtain for k g p, p q 1, . . . that
1 d
2 ku dxH
n2k dt R
2k y 1 2k 2 ks ym = u dx y l u dx .H H02 n nk R R
y f u uu2 ky2 dx y g x u2 ky1 dx .  .H H
n nR R
 . 1r2 k2 ky1 r2 kl0 2 k 2 k 2 kF y u dx q u dx g x dx .H H H
n n n2 R R R
 .y 2 ky1l 1 kl0 02 k 2 kF y u dx q g x dx. 28 .  .H H
n n4 2k 2 2k y 1 .R R
 .It thus follows from 28 that
l t0
2 k n5 5 2 k nu F u exp yL R .  .L R0 4
 .2 ky1 r2 k1r2 k2 2 2k y 1 .
2 k n5 5q g , 29 .L R .
l k l k0 0
which implies the required estimates
l t 40
` n ` n5 5 5 5` nu F u exp y q g 30 .L R . L R . .L R0 4 l0
and
4
` n ` n5 5 5 5lim sup u F g . 31 .L R . L R .
ltªq` 0
 .  . p n  < < 2 .n .Below the counterparts of 30 and 31 in the L R , 1 q « x norm
 4will be shown. Let us define a sequence f of smooth real valuedN
functions:
n2¡ < < < <1 q « x , for x F N , .~f x s 32 .  .N n¢ 21 q « N , otherwise. .
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1, p n.  w x.Such cut-off functions belong to W R cf. 14, Theorem 7.8 , thel oc
 wintegration by parts formula used below is valid, and the estimate cf. 5,
 .x.formula 1.9
’=f F n n « f , N s 1, 2, . . . , 33 .N N
 . py1 holds for them. Multiplication of 26 by u f note, that p is an evenN
.integer and the Young inequality give
1 d
pu f x dx .H N
np dt R
s ym =u= u py1f x dx y l u pf x dx .  . .H HN 0 N
n nR R
y f u uu py2f x dx y g x u py1f x dx .  .  .  .H HN N
n nR R
m d 2pr2F y p y 1 y = u f x dx .  .H N2  / n2 Rpr2 .
n 2 n2« l0 p< <q m y q g u f x dx .H N / n2d 2 R
pq C g x f x dx , 34 .  .  .Hg N
nR
for any positive d and g . Choosing next d s d , g s g , and « s «0 0 0
satisfying
d0
p y 1 y s 0,
2
35 .2 2n n « l0 0
m q g s ,02d 40
 .and inserting these values of parameters into 34 we obtain that
1 d l0p p< < < <u f x dx F y u f x dx .  .H HN N
n np dt 4R R
pq C g x f x dx. 36 .  .  .Hg N0 nR
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 .Solving the differential inequality 36 and passing with N to infinity we
verify
4Cl pt g0pp 0
2p n 2 n5 5 p n nu F u exp y q  < < . .L R , 1q« < x < . . L R 1q« x00 0 4 l0
l pt0 p
p n 2 n5 5= 1 y exp y g ,L R , 1q« < x < . .0 /4
so that both
5 5 p n 2 nu L R , 1q« < x < . .0
1rp4Cg 0
2 p n 2 n5 5p n nF max u ; g 37 .  < < . . L R , 1q« < x < . .L R , 1q« x0 00 5l0
and
1rp4Cg 0
p n 2 n p n 2 n5 5 5 5lim sup u F g 38 .L R , 1q« < x < . . L R , 1q« < x < . .0 0ltªq` 0
hold. Lemma 1 is proved.
 .  1r2 . 0THEOREM 6. The Cauchy problem 26 generates on D A a C -
 1r2 .semigroup of global D A solutions which is bounded dissipati¨ e and keeps
orbits of bounded sets bounded.
Proof. Subordination of the nonlinearity to the power of A required in
 .  .the Assumption 4 follows from 30 and continuity of f. Inequality 30 is
 .thus the estimate needed in Assumption 3 for the global solvability of 26
 1r2 .  .in D A . Moreover, 30 is asymptotically independent of the initial
 .condition; more precisely, the stronger version 13 of Assumption 5 holds.
 1r2 .Therefore an absorbing set in D A exists and the result follows from
Theorems 1, 2.
w x1r p 5 5 p n 2 nTHEOREM 7. For each r G 4C rl g the semi-L R , 1q« < x < . .g 0 00
 .  1r2 .group generated by 26 on D A has a global attractor A in a completer
metric space cl 1r2 V r . Moreo¨er, the sets A are independent of r GD A . 1r2 r
w x1r p 5 5 p n 2 n  . r r1r2 1r24C rl g and T t : cl V ª cl V isL R , 1q« < x < . .g 0 D A . 1r2 D A . 1r200
compact for t ) 0.
Proof. In the presence of Lemma 1, solutions starting from u g0
p n  < < 2 .n .  1r2 .L R , 1 q « x l D A will stay in this space for all t G 0.0
w x1r p 5 5 p n 2 nFurthermore, for each r G 4C rl g the setL R , 1q« < x < . .g 0 00
V r [ B p n 2 n r l D A1r2 .  .1r2 L R , 1q« < x < . .0
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p n  < < 2 .n .is positively invariant, whereas the inclusion L R , 1 q « x l0
 1r2 . p n.  w xD A ; L R is compact cf. 5, Lemma 2.16 for the proof when
.p s 2; for general p the proof is similar . Hence, Assumption 6 is satisfied
  .4  .  1r2 .so that the semigroup T t generated by 26 on D A can be
restricted to a complete metric space cl 1r2 V r and mapsD  A . 1r2
 . r r1r2 1r2T t : cl V ª cl V are compact for t ) 0. Therefore theD A . 1r2 D A . 1r2
  .4 r1r2existence of the global attractor for T t restricted to cl V fol-D A . 1r2
lows via Theorem 5. The proof is completed.
2 n.Remark 2. In order to work in the Hilbert spaces L R and
2 n  < < 2 .n .L R , 1 q « x one would have to impose on f the additional0
growth conditions necessary, in the case of higher space dimension n, for
1 n.local Lipschitz continuity of F and therefore for local H R solvability
 .of 26 . It is also worth noting that assumptions needed for validity of
w xTheorems 6, 7 are weaker than those of 5 and, despite two standard
estimates of solutions, these results follow from the general theory of
sectorial evolutionary equations.
EXAMPLE 2. The second example is the Cauchy problem with hydro-
 w x.dynamic type nonlinearity see 1, p. 94 :
 : q nu s m Du y lu y u l , =u q f x , t , x g R = R , .  .t 39 .n u 0, x s u x , x g R . .  .0
 .The data of 39 are required to satisfy the conditions
n ­ ln j1, ` n  :l g W R , =, l s s 0, 40 .  .
­ x jjs1
n2` n p n < <f g L R l L R , 1 q x , with some even number p ) n , .  . /
41 .
m and l are positive constants. 42 .
 .The abstract setting of 39 is generically the same as in the previous
 .example. Therefore, to obtain for 39 similar results as in Theorems 6, 7 it
 .  .  .  .suffices to show the counterpart of estimates 30 , 31 and 37 , 38 .
 .  4From 39 , for k g p, p q 1, . . . we have
1
2 k 2 kq1 : w x :l , =u u dx s l , = u dxH H
n n2k q 1R R
1
2 kq1 :s y =, l u dx s 0. 43 .H
n2k q 1 R
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 .  .As a consequence of 43 we obtain from 39 that
1 d
2 ku dxH
n2k dt R
2k y 1 2ks ym = u dx .H2 nk R
yl u2 k dx y f x u2 ky1 dx .H H
n nR R
 . 1r2 k2 ky1 r2 k
2 k 2 k 2 kF yl u dx q u dx f x dx , 44 .  .H H H
n n nR R R
` n.  .and hence the L R estimate of solutions of 39 follows after the same
 .  .calculations as in 28 ] 31 .
To find the bound in weighted space consider the equality
1 d
pu f x dx .H N
np dt R
py1 ps ym =u = u f x dx y l u f x dx .  .H HN N
n nR R
 : p py1y l , =u u f x dx q f x u f x dx. 45 .  .  .  .H HN N
n nR R
 .  .  : p  .nComparing 45 with 34 it is seen that H l, =u u f x dx is the onlyR N
 .  .  .term that did not appear previously in 34 . In the presence of 33 , 40
5  .5 ` nand the u t, u -estimate justified above we haveL R .0
’=f F n n « f ,N N
< <l F C ,l
` nu t , u F C , .  .L R0 5 u 5 , 5 f 5` n ` n0 L R . L R .
from which it follows that
1
p pq1 : w x :y l , =u u f dx s y l , = u f dxH HN N
n np q 1R R
1
pq1 p’ :s l , =f u dx F const. « u f dx. 46 .H HN N
n np q 1 R R
 . p n  < < 2 .n .The required estimate of solutions of 39 in L R , 1 q « x may be
 .  .thus inferred from 45 , 46 as in Lemma 1 and hence, the existence of the
 .attractor for 39 follows analogously.
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6. A GLANCE ON THE ASSUMPTIONS
 a .  .Assumptions 1 and 2 are required for the local D A -solvability of 1
 p n. wfor the results concerning sectorial property of A in L R see 4,
x.Theorem 9.4, Corollary 9.5 .
Assumptions 3 and 4 cover a wide class of problems having globally
 .bounded solutions. The estimate 7 is known to hold when F is an
 1 k . abstract counterpart of a function f s f u, D u, . . . , D u symbolic nota-
.tion is used here with the power growth:
k
g j1 k jf u , D u , . . . , D u F c 1 q D u . 47 .  . /js0
 .Exponents g in 47 should then satisfy restrictionsj
2m y j
1 F g - 1 q if r l y j - n , .j j y l q nrr 48 .
1 F g arbitrarily large if n F r l y j , .j
 .whereas a Banach space Y, in which an a priori estimate 6 is given,
l, r n.should be a Sobolev space W R with some l G 0, r G 1. The latter
w x w xresult follows from 3 , after considerations analogous to 9, Lemma 1 .
Assumption 5 is necessary for dissipativeness of the semiflow corre-
 .  a .sponding to 1 in D A . Finally, Assumption 6 is a natural generalization
 a .of the standard situation in bounded domains when D A is compactly
embedded in X, i.e., when this assumption may be considered with
 a .V s D A .
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